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RESUME OF ROBERT GEORGE PAQUETTE 
Robert G. Paquette was born on 5 February 
1915 in Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin. He attended 
the University of Washington where he received 
a B.S. degree (cum laude) in chemistry in 1936, 
and a Ph.D. in physical chemistry, with minors 
in mathematics and physics, in 1942. His re-
search was on the colloidal properties of 
solutions of colloidal electrolytes, as demon-
strated by electrical conductivity methods. 
During the last two years of his graduate work, 
he held the Standard Oil Company of California 
Fellowship in Chemistry. 
In July, 1941 he was ordered to active 
duty in the U.S. Naval Reserve and was stationed 
at the U.S. Naval Academy in a teaching capacity 
until late 1945, attaining the rank of Lieutenant 
Comnander. 
From 1946 to 1961 he was with the University 
of Washington in Seattle. During this period he 
worked as a research chemist and research ocean-
ographer. From 1961 to 1971 he was associated with General Motors 
Corporation in Santa Barbara, California. He set up the physical 
oceanography laboratory and did some of the early development of the 
General Motors e.~pendable bathythermograph. Work accomplished under 
contract was for ONR in mooring cable dynamics; he designed the buoyed 
measurement systems used by Texas Instruments, Inc., for use in the 
NAVOCEANO Marine Geophysical Survey; and participated in the CHASE V 
experiment for the Navy Radiological Defense Laboratories. While he 
was Supervisory Research Oceanographer, principal activities under 
contracts were for the Advanced Impact Location System in the Antilles 
(AILS), and for the Pacific Seaspider Installation. Included were the 
basic design of a stable spar and mooring for the Interseamount Acoustic 
Range Proposal (NUWC, San Diego); hydrodynamics for the ANADS Proposal 
(Pacific Missile Range); and buoy model studies for the National Data 
Buoy EEP Proposal. He had a minor advisory capacity in the deep submer-
sible design. His specializations were in the areas of design of 
unattended buoy systems, corrosion, oceanographic instrumentation and 
measurement of currents. 
In November, 1971 he joined the faculty of the Naval Postgraduate 
School, Monterey, California where he has the rank of Professor in the 
Department of Oceanography. His research interests at NPS have been 
principally in the areas of Arctic oceanography and temperature fine-
struc ture. He is a member of the American Geophysical Union, the Marine 
Technology Society, Sigma Xi, Phi Lambda Upsilon, and Phi Beta Kappa. 
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